
Integrator of Container Logistics

Cross-border trucking solutions



PROVIDING SEAMLESS

CROSS BORDER SERVICES

We understand the complexities involved in your cargo’s journey. It’s not just about the movement to and from 

the port, it goes beyond. Many challenges can arise in relation to overland cross border transportation, such as 

customs procedures, schedule adjustments, route-planning, and so on. 

We want to ensure that your cargo reaches the its destination hassle-free. And that’s why we offer cross border 

trucking services. Shipping is not only about ships.

Advantages of Using Maersk Cross Border Trucking Services

24 x 7 command center

Our service command centre work 

around the clock so you can get 

service when you need it. All hours 

are office hours.

Cross border customs clearance for 

‘one-stop-shop’

It allows you to get your cargo cleared 

smoothly, so that you can get your 

goods into production, reach markets 

quickly, and avoid trucking dwell time. 

Flexible Schedule

Avoid the risk of having your cargo 

left behind. They will be on the move 

and be delivered on time.

Comprehensive network to match 

your needs

We are able to support a wide range of 

customer needs by utilizing our cross 

border trucking network

Dedicated customer service support

An experienced and knowledgeable 

inland service team working to deliver 

your cargo as promised.

Short Transit Time 

Direct services from your preferred 

load port to your preferred  discharge 

port to eliminate misconnections and 

lengthy layovers.

Security and reliability

Our robust service ensures the safe 

arrival of your cargo.

Customs Expertise

Leverage our expert custom knowledge 

across various custom schemes and 

border processes



ROUTE OVERVIEW 

1) Non-exhaustive

2) Indicated routing; exact route based on customer requirements

Thailand

Laos

Cambodia

Vietnam

Myanmar

China

Singapore

Penang

Malaysia

Kuala Lumpur / Port Klang

Johor Bahru

Yangon

Vientiane

Phnom Penh
Ho Chi Minh

Danang

Major locations covered 1)

Shanghai

To

From
Singapore Malaysia Thailand Laos Myanmar Cambodia Vietnam China

Singapore Same day 1 day 3 day 4 day 5 day 5 day 6 day 7 day

Malaysia 1 day Same day 3 day 4 day 5 day 5 day 6 day 7 day

Thailand 3 day 3 day 1-2 day 2 day 3-4 day 3 day 3 day 5 day

Laos 4 day 4 day 2 day 1-2 day 3 day 3 day 2 day 4 day

Myanmar 5 day 5 day 3 day 3 day Same day 3 day 3 day 5 day

Cambodia 5 day 5 day 3 day 3 day 3day Same day 2 day 5 day

Vietnam 6 day 6 day 3 day 2 day 3 day 2 day 1-2 day 2 day

China 7 day 7 day 5 day 4 day 5 day 5 day 2 day 1-3 day

Singapore

Bangkok

Hanoi

Chiang Mai

Hong Kong

Dongguan

Mandalay

Kunming

Suzhou

Nanjing

Changzhou

Chongqing

Chengdu

Shenzhen

Xiamen

Pingxiang



OUR SERVICE FEATURES

Track & trace Real time dashboard All vehicles is equipped with 
GPS with manufacturer 
configured immobilizer

Consultation for full cross 
border activities

Multi –modal capability, 
whether to connect to-or-

from air, ocean or rail 
transportation

Customized solution 
for your KPI 

measurement

Proactive exception 
management

E-Lock

For more information, please contact your Maersk sales representative.  


